00:11:02.119,00:11:05.119
Renee Czaplicki: If we have an incoming kindergartener who should we
contact to schedule our meet and greet?
00:12:48.969,00:12:51.969
Joy Jordan: The teachers will be in touch with Kindergarten families
to schedule that if they haven't already - since Kindergarten starts
Sept. 16, there will be K meetings on Sept. 14 and 15. You can also
email the teacher directly to find out about scheduling that.
00:14:15.678,00:14:18.678
Renee Czaplicki: Thank you Jay!
00:14:49.219,00:14:52.219
Aimee Barker: Do you need to request a chrome book to pick up during
the designated pick up times or are they being automatically assigned
to the distance learning children?
00:15:37.282,00:15:40.282
Joy Jordan: Mrs. Oldach sent an email with that information earlier
this week - let me find it for you.
00:19:22.389,00:19:25.389
Joy Jordan: Here is the information on Chromebook pickup that was
emailed out: When: Wednesday (9/9), Thursday (9/10) and Friday (9/11)
from 8:00am - 2:00pm each day
Where: HES Library Door 5B (not the Main Entrance)
What: Send a text message to Alan Hagberg, HES Technician, at 774212-5013 when you arrive. Please wear a mask, you will not be able to
enter the building.
Questions?:
Email Alan Hagberg ahagberg@monomoy.edu
00:21:07.576,00:21:10.576
Ashley Our: Do children who are doing in-person learning need to pick
up a Chromebook?
00:21:33.142,00:21:36.142
Joy Jordan: No, the Chromebooks that they will use will be in the
classrooms.
00:25:42.144,00:25:45.144
Aimee Barker: Where is the HES Library Door 5B in relation to the main
entrance?
00:26:41.002,00:26:44.002
Joy Jordan: If you are facing the front of the building, it is around
the left side on the Parallel Street side of the building.
00:28:02.366,00:28:05.366
Elizabeth Desmarais: Could you please give me an estimate of about how
many kids are in the kindergarten classrooms?
00:28:44.065,00:28:47.065
Joy Jordan: In person or distance learning classrooms?
00:29:23.191,00:29:26.191

Elizabeth Desmarais: In person
00:30:16.740,00:30:19.740
Joy Jordan: I will have Mrs. Oldach answer that as I'm not sure if
numbers have been adjusted since the last update I got.
00:30:38.042,00:30:41.042
Gregory Wright: I didn’t get a placard. I will be picking up my 3rdgrader on Tuesdays and Thursdays. How do I get a placard?
00:31:20.509,00:31:23.509
Ashley Our: We were not able to attend the meet and greet and do not
have a placard, should we come pick one up before school starts?
00:32:21.023,00:32:24.023
Jillian Kamens: So I need a placard for the additional child I will be
dropping off and picking up, call the school for it?
00:32:23.332,00:32:26.332
Sue Contonio: We can hear you Joy
00:32:25.323,00:32:28.323
reb spence: we can hear you
00:34:05.439,00:34:08.439
Pavel Koychev: What time is the kindergarten starts in the morning and
when is the dissmisal?
00:34:20.198,00:34:23.198
Joy Jordan: To reiterate, please call the front office regarding
placards and they will help you!
00:34:59.577,00:35:02.577
Pavel Koychev: Is there will be a afterschool for kindergarten this
year?
00:35:55.354,00:35:58.354
Joy Jordan: Regarding schedules, your teacher will let you know the
exact schedule for the class, but it will closely follow in-person
school hours 7:45 a.m.-2p.m. approximately
00:36:28.266,00:36:31.266
Gregory Wright: Will there be constant air circulation in all rooms?
00:36:38.972,00:36:41.972
Joy Jordan: The YMCA is offering limited afterschool care. That
information is here: https://ma02212658.schoolwires.net/Page/3511
00:37:37.733,00:37:40.733
Gregory Wright: PV = nRT
00:38:07.913,00:38:10.913
Pavel Koychev: Thanks Joy!
00:38:41.283,00:38:44.283
Joy Jordan: All HVAC systems were evaluated by a third-party expert
and determined to be fully operational and capable of delivering

proper ventilation. All windows also open. The full HVAC report can
be found here: https://ma02212658.schoolwires.net/Page/3626
00:39:24.217,00:39:27.217
Gregory Wright: Excellent! Good to know, thank you!
00:39:47.009,00:39:50.009
Stephanie Wilson: I read that you would prefer the emergency contact
form back before school starts, how would you like me to drop that
off? At the window that was mentioned earlier?
00:40:37.974,00:40:40.974
Joy Jordan: Forms can be dropped off at the front office window,
mailed back, or even scanned and emailed back
00:40:42.090,00:40:45.090
Mary Oldach: Yes, it would be so helpful to receive your yellow
emergency forms before school starts, just come to the main entrance
to the school
00:40:52.328,00:40:55.328
Stephanie Wilson: Okay, thank you!
00:48:06.387,00:48:09.387
Aimee Barker: Should we indicate on our Emergency forms if we do not
have 4 Emergency contacts or will that be assumed?
00:49:20.097,00:49:23.097
Joy Jordan: The goal is to try to include as many options for
emergency contacts as possible, in case the student needs to be picked
up quickly and the first contact or two doesn't answer
00:49:54.236,00:49:57.236
reb spence: you're hilarious:)
00:49:54.765,00:49:57.765
Gregory Wright: You’re funny. Laughter actually is the best medicine.
00:50:03.181,00:50:06.181
jeffrey santiago: We think you’re funny Holly! Great job, thanks for
all the hard work.
00:52:02.773,00:52:05.773
Jillian Kamens: No covid but what will happen if you do not get the
flu vaccine
00:52:54.241,00:52:57.241
Holly Graves Newton: Is there a meet and greet for remote learners
00:53:40.006,00:53:43.006
Lara Chagas: What time does the school starts?
00:54:48.755,00:54:51.755
Kristen Young: Are the distance learning morning meeting start times
staggered for different grades?
00:55:03.599,00:55:06.599

Lara Chagas: Last question, and what about the martial list?
00:55:49.684,00:55:52.684
Kristen Young: I believe my kindergartener starts at 7:45 and my
second grader at 8:15? Just wanted to make sure I didn't get that
wrong.
00:55:56.738,00:55:59.738
Joy Jordan: Kristen, there are specific grade level teachers for each
grade in distance learning so the morning meetings will be (should
be!) consistent
00:56:15.426,00:56:18.426
Joy Jordan: Can you clarify what you mean by martial list?
00:57:30.253,00:57:33.253
Joy Jordan: Kristen, each teacher may have slightly different start
times for their morning meeting but they will all start during that
window.
00:57:50.932,00:57:53.932
Kristen Young: Thank you!
00:58:13.273,00:58:16.273
reb spence: thank you
00:58:25.408,00:58:28.408
Kammeil Palmer: Where can I get a bus schedule
00:59:03.558,00:59:06.558
Oceanus Hofmann: Thank you.

Great presentation.

00:59:11.903,00:59:14.903
Stephanie Wilson: Thank you all!
00:59:18.691,00:59:21.691
Melissa K: Thank you!
00:59:19.262,00:59:22.262
Lara Chagas: Thank you, Good night
00:59:27.483,00:59:30.483
jeffrey santiago: Thank you!
00:59:32.748,00:59:35.748
Jillian Kamens: Thank you for all your hard work
00:59:40.100,00:59:43.100
Kammeil Palmer: Just to clarify No breakfast at school in the
cafeteria?
01:00:28.430,01:00:31.430
Jillian Kamens: With lunch being in.the classroom can thy have nut
products
01:00:58.131,01:01:01.131
Jillian Kamens: Thank you!

01:01:39.275,01:01:42.275
Beth Taylor: thank you

